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quently lost weight in the balance as compared with the
Triple Alliance. Both Russia and the Franco-Russian com-
bination needed the strengthening which would come from
closer relations with the greatest sea-power in the world.
Izvolski believed that Russia was subject to two serious
dangers. One was a possible renewal of trouble with Japan,
who had made humiliating demands at Portsmouth and was
suspected of preparing for a new struggle in the Far East.201
Russia needed long years of peace to recover from the effects
of the war, and the only method to assure it was to make
certain that the Japanese would remain quiet. The best
way to accomplish this was to come to an understanding
with them by a virtual partition of interests in Manchuria
by a secret treaty, though publicly both were pledged to an
observance of the "open door." The natural bridge between
Russia and Japan was England, Japan's ally since 1902. A
rapprochement with England would facilitate a sincere
reconciliation with Japan, fortify Russia's position as an
ally of France, and give a new and more solid basis to the
somewhat weakened Franco-Russian Alliance.
The other danger for Russia was that trouble might de-
velop with England as a result of the long-standing con-
flict of interests in the Near and Middle East. Men still
remembered the Crimean War, the strained situation when
the British Fleet threatened the Dardanelles in 1878, and
the Pendjeh incident which nearly led to war between the
two countries in 1885. More recently the Dogger Bank
Affair and other incidents of the Russo-Japanese War had
inflamed popular feeling in both countries. But a conflict
with England would throw Russia into the arms of Ger-
many, and this would endanger the Franco-Russian Alli-
ance which was the foundation rock of Russian policy, in
spite of the disappointments which both allies had suffered
in connection with it. On the other hand, if Russia could
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